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Many teams have shifted to online remote collaboration as a result of COVID-19, from professional development teams to programming classes to computing-related workspaces (e.g., makerspaces). This paper explores on-demand remote help seeking in programming, a type of collaboration that occurs when developers seek online support for their tasks as needed, and argues that a key challenge in scaling remote on-demand collaboration in programming is to facilitate effective context capturing and workforce coordination. Traditionally, this collaboration happens within teams and organizations where people are familiar with the context of the tasks. Recently, this collaboration has become ubiquitous due to the success of paid online crowdsourcing marketplaces (e.g., Upwork) and Q&A sites (e.g., Stack Overflow). We discuss prior work on on-demand collaboration in programming, analyze how the idea can be tested in physical computing as well, and examine existing and new challenges that should be further explored.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Technology companies, schools, bootcamps, and makerspaces have shifted to prolonged online work as a result of COVID-19. This change in working environment directly affects one of the most common human behaviors at work—asking for support from others during program development. With programmers working from a relaxed environment at home, help-seeking behavior has shifted from synchronous and in-person to asynchronous and remote. Although more flexible in terms of location and time, overhead coordination costs and ineffective communication (e.g., insufficient context) often delay the interaction, reducing overall productivity. To address these issues, this position statement draws lessons from prior work in the field of communication and collaboration in programming, analyzes the effective practices in the relevant sub-fields, and discusses ways we can integrate the benefits into current work environments.

We envision a new collaboration mode in which developers can easily make comprehensive request on-demand that include appropriate context, and remote helpers can provide appropriate and high-quality assistance quickly. This will enable more personalized question-answering, or task hand-off type of assistance and more efficient allocation of expertise than current techniques. In addition, this paper lists potential research gaps in the field of on-demand programming assistance that might be worth exploring to help address some of the current global work conditions.
1.1 Related Work

We argue that a key challenge in scaling remote on-demand collaboration in programming is to facilitate effective context capturing and workforce coordination. In this section, we review prior work in programming team communication and programming assistance in embedded system development to support this argument.

1.2 Programming Team Communication

Despite their reputation for preferring solitude, software developers who work in teams can spend up to half of their time communicating [10]. Team organization and communication mediums play an important role in the effectiveness of communication between developers. Our vision is related to Harlon Mills’ idea of a “surgical team” development model where the developer with the most experience with a particular task delegates more mundane tasks to other developers [2, 17]. Prior work done by the first author has studied a task delegation model for developers and found multiple needs and challenges that developers face when using existing help-seeking tools [4]. He then developed a system to instantiate this model, enabling more effective task hand-offs between software developers and remote helpers, which reduced the coordination costs compared to existing methods (e.g., one-on-one help sessions) [3]. While promising, this is only a first step and more work needs to be done in the space of task delegation during programming with regard to concepts such as team trust, communication preferences, and context sharing.

1.2.1 Pair Programming. Another common form of collaboration at work is pair programming, a method in which two people work together side by side on one computer [6]. Pair programming has been shown to yield better design, more compact code, and fewer defects for roughly equivalent person-hours as solo programming [23], but it requires the collaborators to be available for long sessions at the same place, even when minimally needed, which is inefficient. Distributed pair programming is a derived version of pair programming that uses a dedicated IDE to allow every participant to edit the same code locally [1, 19]. Although the distributed pair programming approach removes the issues of distance work and dispersed teams [18], best practices for coordinating work and maintaining both old and new participants’ understanding of the task context still remain largely unexplored.

1.2.2 Team Information Needs. A number of researchers have also categorized the types of questions programmers ask in different contexts. Sillito et al. described 44 types of questions programmers ask when evolving a large code base [20]. Ko et al. categorized six types of learning barriers beginners face when programming systems, proposed possible solutions for programming system related issues [15], and documented communication amongst co-located development teams [14]. Guzzi et al. analyzed IDE support for collaboration and evaluated an IDE extension to improve team communication [9]. These studies of team information needs focused on existing team structures when groups are in a shared location. We believe that new challenges evolve when the collaboration shifts to remote work [5].

1.2.3 Collaborative Development. Systems like Codeopticon [7] and Codechella [8] provide methods that allow helpers (i.e., tutors/peers) to efficiently monitor multiple learners’ behavior and provide proactive, on-demand support. Commercial IDE tools such as Koding [21], Codenvy [11], and Cloud9 [12] enable users to code collaboratively online in real time. Although these systems reduce many of the barriers developers face when working at a distance [18] and time spent on environment configuration, they do not support cases in which developers actively seek help [22].

Altogether, these prior studies suggest that more work needs to be done in the space of remote collaboration in programming in order to lower the cost of supporting context capture and presentation, notifying team members with the right expertise, and easing the integration of responses into developers’ working artifacts.
1.3 Programming Assistance in Embedded System Development

The rise of the Maker movement has led to a growing number of developers who prototype and program embedded systems (e.g., Arduino). However, with makerspaces and laboratories temporarily shutting down, developers must collaborate remotely to work on their projects, which can be problematic. Specifically, there are two challenges. 

First, capturing the context of physical devices can be daunting. Typically, development history such as prior wire connections and hardware states is not automatically captured. This makes communication inefficient, as helpers might ask requesters to try previously attempted solutions or request historical information (e.g., prior wire connections).

Second, remote helpers lack access to inspect and manipulate developers’ physical devices, which limits them to providing only suggestions or guidance rather than contributing via physical changes made to the devices. Thus, in spite of the collaboration, only end-user developers have the ability to carry out the planned tasks.

To address these challenges, existing tools such as Bifröst allow developers to more efficiently debug embedded systems [16]; likewise, Heimdall allows instructors to remotely inspect, measure, and rewire students’ circuits [13]. However, both tools have drawbacks: use of Bifröst is limited to specific tasks, and developers must still rely on their own capacity to complete their tasks. Heimdall requires students to build their circuits on a specialized workbench, limiting the size of students’ projects and prohibiting them from working in parallel when seeking help [13]. Therefore, this prior work leads to the following research question: **How can we facilitate effective remote on-demand help seeking for embedded system programmers to receive personalized expert assistance?**

2 CONCLUSION AND BROADER IMPACTS

This position statement envisions a new collaboration mode in which developers can easily make comprehensive request on-demand that include appropriate context, and remote helpers can provide appropriate and high-quality assistance quickly. This will enable more personalized question-answering, or task hand-off type of assistance and more efficient allocation of expertise than current techniques. It also advocates facilitating effective context capturing and workforce coordination to help scale the current remote work situation. By working towards this vision, we will better understand what questions developers need answered remotely, how they ask them, and how the existing question-answering systems can support their requests. It will enable new types of programming collaboration and teamwork by using a combination of human and machine intelligence to complete programming tasks. The resulting design implications could provide guidance for future system designers to build better support tools that allow software and embedded system developers to receive on-demand assistance. The resulting system will be, for example, the first to enable developers to hand off request-based physical computing tasks on demand without relinquishing control of the devices.

More broadly, the produced tools and techniques will make developers more efficient and thus more productive overall. The resulting techniques can also help expand participation in physical computing design and development in educational and collaborative work as well as DIY settings. Since shifting to an online setting, for example, programming courses across the country have had to adjust the difficulty level of the coursework or even reduce the number of collaborative projects to allow for remote study. Our work envisions a future in which students could more easily collaborate and instructors could more easily track and facilitate their progress through resulting tools. With more efficient remote support, instructors can host virtual office hours instead of in-person hours and more easily understand comprehension gaps by viewing learners’ past attempts, thus reducing the interaction delay. Additionally, the produced
tools could enable more collaboration, from peer feedback to team projects, than digital-only communication techniques between learners, thus helping to increase learner engagement.
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